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Introduction



Passwords reuse

as more and more internet-connected services became available to 
help people perform day to day activities,

remembering passwords became increasingly challenging, leading 
users to start reusing passwords



Leaked data

• with frequent data breaches,
passwords have become publicly available,

• enabling bad actors to take over online accounts
with ease and at scale



Multi-factor authentication

• multi factor authentication was then introduced to add a new layer 
of security to the process
• out of band authentication, including SMS and email-based OTP
• biometrics
• physical keys and digital signatures are also used as authentication factors



Mobile World

with the growth of mobile devices,

passwords and multi-factor authentication became a pain point for 
the consumer

due to the friction it adds to the authentication process



Proposed Solution



Mobile World (cont.)

• mobile unlocks new sensors
• mobile devices popularized new sensors that enable deep understanding of 

user's behavior, including location sensors (such as the GPS, Wi-Fi, cellular, 
Bluetooth), motion sensors (such as accelerometer, gyroscope, compass, 
barometer…)

• mobile as a token
• people carry their mobile phone almost 100% of the time, which enables the 

usage of its sensors to identify behavioral patterns from the users



Behavior signals

• continuous authentication
• behavioral patterns are unique and change continuously (a behavioral 
continuum), enabling more secure authentication

• location as the most powerful signal
• location is the most relevant behavior, given it can be linked to attributes of 

the user's real-world identity, including address information
• additionally, location can be associated with the contextual information, 

enabling a deeper understanding of the user's behavioral patterns
• finally, precise location information allows the identification of online fraud 

hubs, where bad actors use to operate



Implementation & experimental 
results



Architecture
• Components (main modules)

• Mobile SDK
• Visit detection
• Frequent locations
• Visit classification
• Evidence list

• Commitment to privacy
• Incognia does not link the location data to any direct personal identifier and
• retains the least possible amount of location data to perform its digital identity 

service
• proprietary and open-source data anonymization technologies focused on location 

privacy



Visit detection

• sensor data is analyzed to identify if the user has exited or entered a 
new environment
• changes in the WiFi scans and GPS signals can indicate this 

displacement



Frequent locations

• if the detected environment is part of the user's behavioral graph or 
closely related to it, it indicates a higher probability of the transaction 
being legitimate



Visit classification

• the signals are analyzed to understand if the current environment is 
known based on the GPS, Bluetooth and Wifi readings



Evidence list

• additional evidence is provided to support the risk assessment
• device integrity

• location spoofing, vpn/proxy, root, emulator detection
• device reputation
• location reputation
• travel feasibility
• address verification and home/work inference



Experimental results (as of 2021)
• analysis of data gathered from 

over 60 million mobile devices
• Identifying account takeover by 

using location behavior
• As it collects data, Incognia’s platform 

learns which locations are trusted for 
each user and assigns context to 
them, like home or work

• This location profile also enables 
Incognia to differentiate legitimate 
travel or device changes from an 
account takeover

• Anomalies, including inconsistent 
velocity patterns or radical changes of 
location behavior, can be easily 
detected

• findings: 90% of mobile logins and 
89% of mobile banking sessions 
happen at a trusted location, so

• evaluating whether a user is at a 
trusted location is a highly precise 
way of measuring risk

• a decrease of over 85% of account 
takeover fraud

• false-negative rates below 0.004%
• false acceptance rate (FAR*): 1 in 17 

million
* FAR occurs when we accept a user 
whom we should actually have rejected –
false positive



Experimental results (updated)

• analysis of data gathered from 
over 200 million mobile devices

• Identifying account takeover by 
using location behavior

• As it collects data, Incognia’s platform 
learns which locations are trusted for 
each user and assigns context to 
them, like home or work

• This location profile also enables 
Incognia to differentiate legitimate 
travel or device changes from an 
account takeover

• Anomalies, including inconsistent 
velocity patterns or radical changes of 
location behavior, can be easily 
detected

• findings: 90% of mobile logins and 
89% of mobile banking sessions 
happen at a trusted location, so

• evaluating whether a user is at a 
trusted location is a highly precise 
way of measuring risk

• a decrease of over 95% of account 
takeover fraud

• false-negative rates below 0.004%

• false acceptance rate (FAR*): 1 in 17 
million
* FAR occurs when we accept a user 
whom we should actually have rejected –
false positive



Conclusion

• The core of the digital identity of the future will be created around 
location sensing techniques for three reasons:
• Privacy

• Authenticating with data that are not directly linkable to our real-world identity is an 
essential step towards the future’s digital identity

• Security
• mobile sensors (location) provide behavioral signals that are hard to mimic

• Convenience
• location behaviors are just our standard behaviors. We already carry our digital tokens 

with us at all times, so no action is required to authenticate using location (Zero-factor 
authn)


